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INDUS WATERS TREATY: DEMANDS FOR ITS 
RENEWAL 

 Context 

	O India has issued a notice to 
Pakistan for modification 
o f  t h e   I n d u s  W a t e r s 
Treaty (IWT)  — a bilateral 
agreement that was signed 
in September 1960 and 
survived three wars, the 
Kargil conflict,  and the 
terror attacks in Mumbai 
and Kashmir.

	O According to various reports  
Pakistan’s “intransigence” 
forced India to issue the 
notice of  modif ication 
and update the treaty to 
“incorporate the lessons 
learned over the last 62 
years”. This would effectively 
mean that the treaty can be 
opened for re-negotiations 
for the first time in over six 
decades.

 Indus Water Treaty

The Indus Waters Treaty is a water-sharing agreement between India and Pakistan, signed on September 19, 1960. The treaty was brokered 
by the World Bank (then the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development) and aims to resolve conflicts over the use of the 
Indus River and its tributaries.  The World Bank as an additional signatory.

Under the treaty, India was granted exclusive rights to use the waters of the eastern rivers (the Ravi, Beas, and Sutlej), while Pakistan 
was granted exclusive rights to use the western rivers (the Indus, Jhelum, and Chenab). The treaty also establishes mechanisms 
for cooperation and coordination between the two countries in the development of hydroelectric power and irrigation projects on the 
remaining rivers.

 Trick to remember: 

Rivers on which India has full right: 

Remember this scene from the Phir Hera Pheri. Hera pheri is an Indian 
movie so India has SRB which instead of Shyam-Raju-Baburao stands 
here for:  

	O S: Sutlej

	O R: Rabi

	O B: Beas

Rivers on which Pakistan has the right: 

Pakistan is frequently dragged into ICJ for its notorious activities.

	O I: Indus 

	O C: Chenab 

	O J: Jhelum 
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 What are some of its key provisions?

	O The treaty prescribes the manner how water from the six rivers would be shared between India and Pakistan. 

	O It allocated the three western rivers—Indus, Chenab and Jhelum—to Pakistan for unrestricted use, barring 
certain non-consumptive, agricultural and domestic uses by India and the three Eastern rivers—Ravi, Beas 
and Sutlej—were allocated to India for unrestricted usage. 

	O It also requires both the countries to establish a Permanent Indus Commission constituted by permanent 
commissioners on both sides. 

	O The functions of the commission include serving as a forum for exchange of information on the rivers, for continued 
cooperation and as a first stop for resolution of conflicts.

	O While Pakistan has rights over the waters of Jhelum, Chenab and Indus, the IWT allows India:

	P certain agricultural uses

	P to build ‘run of the river’ hydropower projects, meaning projects not requiring live storage of water. 

	Q It also provides certain design specifications which India has to follow while developing such projects.

	O The treaty also allows Pakistan to raise objections over such projects being built by India, if it does not find them 
to be appropriate. 

	P India has to share information on the project design or alterations made to it with Pakistan, which is required 
to respond with objections, if any, within three months of receipt.

	O India is allowed to have a minimum storage level on the western rivers – meaning it can store up to 3.75 MAF of 
water for conservation and flood storage purposes.

 What are Pakistan’s objections over the Kishenganga and Ratle projects?

In the past decades, Pakistan has raised multiple objections under the treaty, over India’s hydropower and dam projects 
on the western rivers.

	O Pakistan has raised objections to Indian projects on the western water bodies over the Kishenganga Hydro 
Electricity Project (KHEP).

	P 2010: Pakistan took the matter to the International Court of Arbitration at the Hague, objecting to the 
diversion of water from Kishanganga. The Court gave its final ruling and gave India a green signal for the 
project, subject to conditions.

	P 2016 & 2018:  Pakistan approached the World Bank objecting to the design.

	P  It also tried to stop the construction of the dam in 2016 by firing shells near the dam site in 2016.

	O It has also raised in Ratle hydroelectric power project on the Chenab river over its design, insisting that India 
would use the project’s reservoir to create deliberate and artificial water shortage or cause flooding in Pakistan.

The Kishanganga project: The Ratle Hydroelectric Project:
	O The Kishanganga project is located 5 km north of 

Bandipore in Jammu and Kashmir, India.

	O It is a run-of-the-river project that includes a 37 m 
tall concrete-face rock-fill dam.

	O It requires to divert water from the Kishanganga 
River  through a tunnel to a power plant in the 
Jhelum River basin.

	O It is a run-of-the-river hydroelectric power station 
currently under construction on the Chenab River, 
downstream of the village near Drabshalla in Kishtwar 
district of the Indian UT of Jammu and Kashmir.

	O The project includes a 133 m (436 ft) tall gravity dam 
and two power stations adjacent to one another.
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	O It will have an installed capacity of 330 MW.

	O The construction of this hydroelectric project 
began in 2007.

	O The installed capacity of both power stations will be 
850 MW.

	O In June 2013, then PM Manmohan Singh laid the 
foundation stone for the dam.

 Dispute resolution mechanism under the treaty

The IWT also provides a three-step graded dispute resolution mechanism. The three-step mechanism is as follows:

	O Commission Level: The first step is to seek a resolution of the dispute through negotiations between the two 
countries, either directly or through the Permanent Indus Commission.

	O Neutral Expert: If the dispute cannot be resolved through negotiations, either country can request the 
appointment of a Neutral Expert to investigate and make recommendations for resolving the dispute.

	O International Court of Arbitration: If the dispute still cannot be resolved, either country may refer the dispute 
to the International Court of Arbitration for a final and binding decision.

EARTHQUAKE STRIKES TURKEY
 Context

	O Five back-to-back earthquakes since Monday have killed over 19,000 people and left tens of thousands injured 
in Turkey and Syria. 

	O An earthquake of magnitude 7.8 centered in the Pazarcik district jolted Kahramanmaras and hit several provinces. 

	O Later in the day, an earthquake of 7.5 magnitude centred in Kahramanmaras’s Elbistan district jolted the region.

• The earthquake was also felt in several neighbouring countries, including Lebanon and Syria. 
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 Science behind this earthquake

	O The region where the earthquake has struck lies along a well-known seismic fault line called the Anatolia tectonic 
block.

	O It is a seismically active zone — though not as active as, say, the Himalayan region.

	O The seismicity in this region is a result of interactions between the African, Eurasian, and Arabian plates.

	O In the present case, it was the Arabian plate moving northwards and grinding against the Anatolian plate.

	O Also, the present earthquakes emerged from relatively shallow depths which made them devastating.

	O Shallow earthquakes are generally more devastating because they carry greater energy when they emerge on 
the surface.

 Turkey on the hotbed of Seismic activities

	O In the eastern Mediterranean region comprising Turkey, Syria and Jordan, tectonics are dominated by complex 
interactions between the African, Arabian, and Eurasian tectonic plates, and the Anatolian tectonic block.

	O Dominant structures here are:

	P Red Sea Rift, the spreading centre between the African and Arabian plates;

	P Dead Sea Transform, a major strike-slip fault (explained in the diagram below) that also accommodates 
Africa-Arabia relative motions;

	O North Anatolia Fault, a right-lateral strike-slip structure in northern Turkey accommodating much of the 
translational motion of the Anatolia block westwards with respect to Eurasia and Africa;

	O Cyprian Arc, a convergent boundary between the Africa plate and the Anatolia block.
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 How to Measure a quake’s magnitude? 

	O The earth’s crust is broken up into tectonic plates that are constantly moving, slowly, often getting stuck at their 
edges due to friction. When the stress on the edge overcomes the friction, there is an earthquake that releases 
energy in waves that travel through the earth’s crust, resulting in the vibration felt.

	O A network of seismographs are used to record earthquakes with each individual seismograph recording and 
measuring the movement of the ground in its location. A seismograph is securely mounted onto the surface of 
the earth so that when the earth shakes, the entire unit shakes with the exception of the mass on the spring, 
which remains in its place because of inertia.

	O During shaking, the recording device on this mass records the relative motion between itself and the rest of the 
instrument, thus recording the ground motion.

 Scales of measurement

There are many measures of an earthquake’s magnitude, with the most famous (and outdated according to USGS) 
being the Richter Scale.

	O Devised in 1935 by Charles Francis Richter, the Richter Scale (denoted as ML) is a logarithmic scale, where each 
step represents a tenfold increase in magnitude. Thus, an earthquake measured 7 on the Richter Scale has 10 
times the magnitude of one measured 6. 

	O The scale was calibrated by defining a magnitude 0 shock as one that produces (at a distance of 100 km) a 
maximum amplitude of 1 micron using the Wood-Anderson seismograph.

 Measuring the intensity

	O In many ways, the intensity is an even more important measure of an earthquake as it is related to the tangible 
impact a quake has. Intensity scales, like the Modified Mercalli Scale and the Rossi-Forel scale, measure the amount 
of shaking at a particular location.

	O An earthquake causes many different intensities of shaking, depending on how deep it is located on the earth’s 
crust and how far it is from its epicentre. Earthquakes of lower magnitude can be more intense if they are located 
in more shallow ground or if the area where they occur has more loose soil, etc.

	O The Modified Mercalli Scale, the most commonly used intensity scale, ranks earthquake intensity on a scale of I. (not 
felt) to XII. (extreme). The maximum intensity measured in today’s Turkey earthquake is IX. or violent – “Damage 
is considerable in specially designed structures; Damage is great in substantial buildings, with partial collapse. 
Buildings are shifted off foundations. Liquefaction occurs. Underground pipes are broken”,

 About Earthquakes

	O In simple words shaking of the earth is called as earthquake. It is caused due to release of energy in form of wave 
deep beneath the earth. The point where the earthquake starts is called the focus or hypocentre of an earthquake. 
The point on the surface, nearest to the focus, is called epicentre. It is the first one to experience the waves.
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 Earthquake Waves

Earthquake waves are basically of two types — body waves and surface waves.

• Body waves: They are generated due to the release of energy at the focus and move in all directions travelling 
through the body of the earth. Hence, the name body waves. The body waves interact with the surface rocks 
and generate new set of waves called surface waves.

• Surface waves: These waves move along the surface. The velocity of waves changes as they travel through 
materials with different densities. The denser the material, the higher is the velocity. Their direction also 
changes as they reflect or refract when coming across materials with different densities.

 There are two types of body waves. They are called P and S-waves.

	O P-waves or ‘primary waves’ move faster and are the first to arrive at the surface. The P-waves are similar to sound 
waves. They travel through gaseous, liquid and solid materials.

	P P-waves vibrate parallel to the direction of the wave. This exerts pressure on the material in the direction of 
the propagation. As a result, it creates density differences in the material leading to stretching and squeezing 
of the material.

	O S-waves or secondary waves arrive at the surface with some time lag. They can travel only through solid materials. 
This characteristic of the S-waves is quite important. It has helped scientists to understand the structure of the 
interior of the earth.

	P The direction of vibrations of S-waves is perpendicular to the wave direction in the vertical plane. Hence, 
they create troughs and crests in the material through which they pass. Surface waves are considered to be 
the most damaging waves.

 Shadow zones

	O There exist some specific areas where the waves are not reported by seismograph. Such a zone is called the 
‘shadow zone’. 

	O It was observed that seismographs located at any distance within 105° from the epicentre, recorded the arrival 
of both P and S-waves. However, the seismographs located beyond 145° from epicentre record the arrival of 
P-waves, but not that of S-waves.
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	O Thus, a zone between 105° and 145° from epicentre was identified as the shadow zone for both the types of waves.

	O The entire zone beyond 105° does not receive S-waves.

	O The shadow zone of S-wave is much larger than that of the P-waves.

	O The shadow zone of P-waves appears as a band around the earth between 105° and 145° away from the epicentre. 
The shadow zone of S-waves is not only larger in extent but it is also a little over 40 per cent of the earth surface.

 Distribution of earthquake 

	O Circum-Pacific seismic belt: The world’s greatest earthquake belt is found along the rim of the Pacific Ocean, 
where about 81 per cent of our planet’s largest earthquakes occur. It is also known as “Ring of Fire”.

	O Alpide earthquake belt: It extends from Java to Sumatra through the Himalayas, the Mediterranean, and out 
into the Atlantic. This belt accounts for about 17 percent of the world’s largest earthquakes.

	O Submerged mid-Atlantic Ridge: The ridge marks where two tectonic plates are spreading apart (a divergent 
plate boundary).
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 Earthquake zones in India

INDIAN AID TO TURKEY
 Context 

	O In a bid to provide relief to the quake-hit Turkey, India is sending an Army medical team, National Disaster Relief 
Force (NDRF) personnel, and medical supplies.

	O Sending aid to Turkey is yet another instance of India quickly coming in support of a country hit by a natural 
disaster. In the last 15 years, India has carried out several disaster relief operations and emerged as a leading actor 
during such emergencies, especially in its neighbourhood.

 Previous instances of India sending aid to natural disaster-hit countries

	O The United States of America: An Indian Air Force IL-76 aircraft delivered 25 tonnes of relief supplies for the 
Hurricane Katrina victims at the Little Rock Air Force Base, Arkansas on September 13, 2005. The relief supplies 
comprised 3,000 blankets, bed sheets, tarpaulins and personal hygiene items.

	O Maldives: After the 2004 Tsunami, the Indian government announced a composite package worth five crore 
rupees. Under “Operation Castor”, 50 sorties were undertaken and four aircraft and two Naval ships were engaged 
in relief operations. Repairing and restoring generators and communication, providing drinking water, and setting 
up medical camps on ships was also done.
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	O Sri Lanka:  India sent its forces to carry out rescue operations, called “Operation Rainbow”, in Sri Lanka hours 
after the Tsunami struck the country on December 26, 2004. Not only this, India provided medical assistance to 
thousands of victims by setting up medical camps in coordination with the local civil and military health authorities. 
Preventative medication and vaccines were also supplied.

	O Myanmar: When cyclone Nargis hit Myanmar in 2008 killing at least 20,000 people, India was among the first 
countries to send aid to them. It gave 125.5 tonnes of relief material, including medicines, clothing, utensils, water 
tanks, tents and tarpaulin.

	O Japan: The 2011 Tsunami wreaked havoc in Japan. Apart from providing relief materials, India also sent 46 
members of the National Disaster Response Force (NDRF) to search and rescue in the town of Onagawa. It was 
their first overseas operation. The team included a doctor, three officers, six inspectors, two paramedics and 
constables and carried 9,000 kg of equipment and food.

	O Nepal: In the aftermath of the 2015 Nepal earthquakes, the NDRF deployed 16 of its urban search and rescue 
(USAR) teams, which comprised more than 700 rescuers in the country. They rescued 11 injured persons and 
retrieved 133 dead bodies from the rubble. The teams also organised six medical camps and attended to 1,219 
persons. Indian authorities sent more than 1,176 tonnes of relief materials to Nepal.

 India-Turkey Relation

Brief background :

	O The first time Diplomatic relations were established and Ambassadors exchanged in 1948.Since the establishment 
of diplomatic relation, political and bilateral relations have been warm and cordial.

	O However, some sporadic tensions remain in the relationship due to Turkey’s support for Pakistan. Its stand on 
Kashmir has also been a problem area between the two countries.

Political relations:

	O After the diplomatic relations were established, the visit by the first PM Nehru in 1960 was the first prime ministerial 
visit to Turkey

	O Most recent political level contacts include a bilateral meeting between PM Modi and Turkish President Recep 
Erdogan in September 2022 on the side-lines of the SCO Summit in Samarkand (Uzbekistan).

Economic & Commercial Relations

	O Bilateral Trade Agreement between India and Türkiye was signed in 1973.

	O It was followed by an Agreement on setting up an India–Türkiye Joint Commission on Economic and Technical 
Cooperation (JCETC) in 1983.

	O Bilateral trade crossed USD 10.70 billion in 2021-22 with:

	P India’s export to Tukey: $ 8,716.13 million.

	P India’s import: $ 1,996.75 million.

 The major Indian exports to Turkey include:

Petroleum products, auto components/parts, man-made yarn, fabrics, aircraft & spacecraft parts, etc.

	P Imports from Turkey include:

	P Industrial machinery, broken/unbroken poppy seeds; machinery and mechanical appliances, iron and steel 
articles, inorganic chemicals, granite and marble, etc.
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	P Indian companies have invested about USD 126 million in Turkey and Turkish investment in India is about 
USD 210.47 million.

 Cultural Relations

	O India and Türkiye have traditionally shared cultural linkages. There is a formally agreed arrangement for cultural 
cooperation through a Cultural Exchange Programme (CEP).

	O A Festival of India in Türkiye, India by the Bosphorus, was held in March-April 2019 showcasing Indian dance, 
music, food and fashion in major cities in Türkiye.

	O The Indian Council of Cultural Relations (ICCR) sponsored Gujarati folk dance group ‘Saptak’ visited Bursa (Türkiye) 
in the 34th International Golden Karagoz Folk Competition in July 2022.

 Challenges in the relationship

Tukey’s stand on Kashmir

	O In 2022, Turkish PM Erdogan, in his UN General Assembly speech, criticized India for failing to resolve ties with 
Pakistan and establish a fair, permanent peace and prosperity in Kashmir.

Abrogation of Article 370 by India

	O After the abrogation of Article 370 in 2019, which abolished the special status of Jammu and Kashmir, India-Turkey 
ties have deteriorated.

Turkey has fast emerged as a hub of anti-India activities

Turkey follows a three-pronged approach to in this regard:

	O Employment of Kashmiri journalists,

	O Providing scholarships to Indian Muslims, and

	O Funding NGOs in India to influence Indian Muslims.

	P Turkey also encourages radical Kashmiri youth to shift base to Istanbul and Ankara.

	P Moreover, Turkey-made pistols were recovered from Pakistani terrorists earlier this year.

 Issue of Cyprus, Armenia and Greece

	O In response to the stand taken by Turkey on Kashmir, PM Modi responded by holding meetings with the leaders 
of Armenia, Cyprus, and Greece, three countries with which Turkey has disputes.

	O In 2021, Indian EAM Jaishankar met the foreign minister of Cyprus and called for adhering to the UNSC resolution 
on Cyprus.

Turkey has been routinely criticized for its illegal occupation of Northern Cyprus.

	O In the most recent border dispute between Armenia and Azerbaijan, India encouraged an end to hostilities by 
the aggressor side, which many believe to be Azerbaijan.

	O Armenia and Azerbaijan are fighting over the disputed Nagorno-Karabakh region.

	O In this war, Turkey has supported Azerbaijan.
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CONNECTING INDIA’S EAST WITH THE INDO-
PACIFIC

 Context

	O The Indo-Pacific concept is relatively new, having emerged roughly a decade ago. However, it has quickly gained 
prominence. The shift in the center of gravity of geopolitics towards Asia is one of the reasons behind the behind 
the popularity of Indo-Pacific region.

	O The Indo-Pacific area is home to the world’s largest economies, including China, India, Japan, Indonesia, South 
Korea, Thailand, Australia, Taiwan, Malaysia, and the Philippines.

	O In 2018, India’s “Look East” and “Act East” programmes also entered the Indo-Pacific policy and strategy phase. 
When it comes to strengthening India’s connections with Southeast and East Asian nations which are also part of 
the Indo-Pacific, the northeastern region of India is enormously important from both a strategic and economic 
point of view.

 What are the Act East and Look East policies?

Act East Policy: The ‘Act East Policy’ announced in November, 2014 is the upgrading of the “Look East Policy”.

	O It is a diplomatic initiative aimed at promoting economic, geopolitical, and cultural ties with the vast Asia-Pacific 
region at different levels.

	O It includes intensive and continuous engagement with Southeast Asian nations on bilateral, regional, and 
multilateral levels in connectivity, trade, culture, defence, and people-to-people contact.

Objective: The Objective of “Act East Policy” is to promote economic cooperation, cultural ties and develop strategic 
relationship with countries in the Asia-Pacific region through continuous engagement at bilateral, regional and 
multilateral levels thereby providing enhanced connectivity to the States of North Eastern Region including Arunachal 
Pradesh with other countries in our neighborhood.

 Look East Policy

	O To recoup from the loss of its strategic partner, the Soviet Union (USSR), after the end of the Cold War in 1991, 
India sought to strengthen ties with the United States and its Southeast Asian allies.

	O In this pursuit, former Prime Minister of India P V Narasimha Rao launched the Look East policy in 1992 to give a 
strategic push to India’s engagement with the South-East Asia region, bolstering its standing as a regional power 
and a counterweight to the strategic influence of the People’s Republic of China.

 How Northeast Region connects India with Indo-Pacific Region?

Strategic Importance

	O North-East Region of India is the gateway to South-East Asia and beyond. The Region is India’s land-bridge to 
Myanmar.

	O The northeastern states are on the territorial boundary of India’s eastward engagement under the Act East Policy.

Economic Importance 

	O The Strategic location of the North East Region connects the product markets of the larger Indian geography 
with the thriving markets of South and Southeast Asia.

	O The presence of potent input market catalysts in the region, such as social (diversity, cultural richness), physical 
(possible energy supply hubs), human (cheap, skilled labour), and natural (minerals, forests).
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Infrastructure Development

	O For decades, Japan has been involved in the construction and modernization of infrastructure, particularly road 
connectivity, across states in the region.

	O The country is now working on the construction of the Dhubri-Phulbari bridge across the Brahmaputra River.

 What are the challenges in connecting North East Region with the Indo Pacific?

	O Non-Traditional threats: It encompasses the pernicious phenomena of smuggling, drug trafficking, transnational 
border crime, rebel activity, and the influx of refugees from Myanmar.

	O China’s Malicious Activities: China has been known to play a significant role in India’s border tensions in the 
Northeast area, such as the Doklam conflict, as well as in increasing the major non-traditional threats outlined 
above.

	P Militant groups in the northeastern area, such as the United Liberation Front of Assam (U.L.F.A.) in 1979, get 
fund from China.

 What efforts can be done to lift North East Region to make Indo-Pacific more effective?

	O Act-East from the Northeast: The comprehensive implementation of Act East Policy is pertinent to the entire 
country, but it is especially crucial for the long-term progress of North East Region.

	P The implementation agenda must be developed in collaboration with the NER State Governments.

	O Enhance Connectivity: Air linkages to the NER should be prioritized since connectivity fosters trade. The 
development of road and railway should also be in line with disaster-resilient measures.

	O Japan has been India’s primary partner in the development of NER; similar collaborations must be expanded to 
include other countries.

	O Create More Job Opportunities: NER’s local colleges create thousands of graduates each year. To improve their 
level of living, relevant occupations and employment opportunities must be created.

	O Promote Manipur as medical tourism hub: Manipur needs to be promoted as the hub of medical tourism for 
other Indian States and neighbours such as Myanmar. The State’s research and development facilities to leverage 
the region’s biodiversity should be expanded. 

	O Promote people-to-people ties: Expanding the reach of cultural diplomacy and people-to-people cooperation 
through greater educational exchanges, tourism, and trade with  other stakeholders  is desirable.

About BIMSTEC

	O The Bay of Bengal Initiative for Multi-Sectoral Technical and Economic Collaboration (BIMSTEC) is a 
multilateral regional organization established to accelerate shared growth and cooperation in the Bay of 
Bengal area.

	O With the adoption of the Bangkok Declaration in June 1997, it was established as BIST-EC, with Bangladesh, 
India, Sri Lanka, and Thailand as members. It was renamed BIMST-EC after Myanmar joined in late 1997, and 
it was finally given its current name after Nepal and Bhutan joined in 2004.

The BIMSTEC region hosts 22% of the world’s population, or 1.68 billion people, with a combined GDP of 
US$3.697 trillion per year.

 Conclusion 

India’s ‘Look East’ and ‘Act East’ policies have moved into the phase of Indo-Pacific policy and strategy. In implementing 
India’s Indo-Pacific strategy, voices from Northeast and eastern India must be heard. Thus, beyond ‘Look East’ and ‘Act 
East’ lies ‘Think and Relate East’, especially within our own country.
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Practice Questions

ANSWER KEY
1 2 3 4 5
C C A B A

** For Explanation read above articles thoroughly.

1. Consider the following statements regarding the 
Indus water treaty

1. As per the provisions of the treaty India has no 
right over the waters of the rivers Indus, Chenab 
and Jhelum which are allocated to Pakistan.

2. The World Bank is an additional signatory to the 
treaty.

Choose the correct statements using the code given 
below: 
(a) 1 only  (b) 2 only  
(c) Both 1 and 2  (d) Neither 1 nor 2 

2. Consider the following statements:

1. P waves travel through gaseous, liquid and solid 
materials.

2. S waves are more dangerous than P waves
Choose the correct statements using the code given 
below: 
(a) 1 only  (b) 2 only  
(c) Both 1 and 2  (d) Neither 1 nor 2 
Answer: c

3. The Intensity scale of the earthquake is called?

(a) Mercalli scale    
(b) Ritcher scale
(c) Number scale
(d) None of the above

4. Which of the following sets of nations are members 
of the BIMSTEC Initiative?

(a) Bangladesh, Bhutan, Nepal, India and Sri Lanka
(b) Bangladesh, Bhutan, Nepal, India, Sri Lanka, 

Thailand and Myanmar
(c) Bangladesh, Bhutan, Nepal, India, Sti Lanka and 

Maldives
(d) Bangladesh, Bhutan, Nepal, India, Myanmar, Sri 

Lanka and Indonesia

5. With reference to the Act East Policy, consider the 
following statements:

1. The ‘Act East Policy’ announced in November, 2014 
is the upgrading of the “Look East Policy”.

2. It is a diplomatic initiative aimed at promoting 
economic, geopolitical, and cultural ties with the 
vast Asia-Pacific region at different levels.

3. It includes intensive and continuous engagement 
with Southeast Asian nations on bilateral, 
regional, and multilateral levels in connectivity, 
trade, culture, defence, and people-to-people 
contact.

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a) 1, 2 and 3 
(b) 1 and 2 Only
(c) 2 and 3 Only
(d) None of the above
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